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Starting from the cluster decomposition of the total six-

-quark wave function into two-nuclfeon bag term and a six-quark

bag term, an explicit form of the Я9 potential is derived. The

resulting potential i s nonlocal and energy dependent with

> coefficients which can be derived both phenomenologically and

theoretically* Stringent conditions exist for those coefficients.

I As an example the НН potentials for the *8^ and SQ states

Щ are presented. The properties of the wave functions are eta-

died both in the configurational and momentum space and compa-

red with those of known realistic potentials*

( с ) Институт теоретической и экспериментальной физики, 1982



I . Introduction

The nucleon-nucloon interaction has been a subject of in-

I tensive research since the beginning of nuclear physics some

50 years ago. Being fundamental for the whole area of nuclear

phenomena, nuclear forces are used as an input in most calcula-

tions of nuclear structure and nuclear reactions.

At present the theory of nuclear forces lacks a serious

foundation, especially at small distances, where the composite

structure of nucleons comes into play, Shere i s l i t t l e doubt

now that the quark-gluon picture should eventually explain the
i

nucleon-nucleon interaction both at smell and at large distan-

ces* An essential ingredient of the quark gluon dynamics i s

the bag structure of hadrone. Two nucleons are considered a*

two bags containing quarks and gluons moving more or less

# freely inside the bags and confined by the surface of the bags.

When nucleona coae close to each, other and the bags begin to

overlap, two bags say form one common s ix quark bag. The detai-

led dynamics of this process from the point of view of QCI> i s

hopelessly complicated and requires the explicit knowledge of

$jrnam±eal variables connected with (deformed) bag surfaces.

Instead one aay try * pbenomenological description of the

two-bags - one-bag transition in terms of a few parameters.

Aa approach, of this kind was formulated in 1,2 and cal-

led there the quark-compound-bag (QCB) model. The фВ motel

i introduces one constant for the probability amplitude of the

six-quark QGB formation oat of two nud»ons and treats t l»
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boundary of the QCB as sharp, so that the transition of nocleons

into the QCB occurs only at the boundary and la described by a

0 -functuon* Curiously enough, this picture gives rise to a

definite dynaaics and, independently of additional ЮГ forces

which can occur both inside and outside the QCE, has one main

consequence: a strong coupling of nuclaons to the Q£B produces

a resulsive core, infinite at the energy В equal to the QCB le-

vel energy Ey) ; the radius of the repulsive core is roughly

equal to that of Q0B.

In this way the QCB model gives a natural explanation of

the repulsive core and hence solves all the problens connected

with the saturation of nuclear forces. What is more, the QPB mo-

del provides an explicit formalism for the description of 1W in-

teraction at all distances and in a wide energy region. Indeed,

in 1-2 it was shown that a simple form of the P matrix (a

constant plus a pole tera) can explain the SQ and S^ phase

shifts behaviour in a wide energy region 0 < T
l a
^ < 515 HeT. It

was argued in 2 that behind that fora of the P matrix lies

a very siaple fora of the WE potential, which is drastically

different from coaaonly used realistic pontentials in following

respectsx

i) the Q£B potential (a: we call the potential which re-

sults fro» the QPB model) strongly depends on energy.

11) the QCB potential is nonlocal both in the radial and

in the angular variables.

ill) It is very important for applications, that the repul-

eive core is effective only for nucleoos, whereas the presence

of quarks inside the QCB is not damped} therefore all the pro-



се•вея which strongly depend on small interqoark distances*

have higher probability when calculated iria the ф В model. One

example supporting tdile consideration was treated in 5 the

P violating ЮГ forces which can be calculated directly within

the qpB model.

It is a purpose of the present paper to study idle detailed

form of the IS potential and properties of the wave functions

in the qpB picture* It will appear *b*t the potential can be de-

fined in а тегу explicit Banner and parameters on which it de-

pends are subject to severe selfconslstency conditions. This

is done in Section 2 and Appendix 1. In Appendix 2 we present

as as example two potentials for the *8^ and S
o
 JOT states and

compare their predictions with the experimental data.

In Section 3 ve discuss properties of the deuteron wave

function both in the configuration and in the momentum space.

We are specifically interested In the biga aomentum components

of the deuteron function and also obtain the asymptotics of the

formfactor and of the wave function. As a consequence of the

energy dependence of the QSB potential we discuss the aonortho-

gonallty of eigenfunctions belonging to two different eigenva-

lues. Main results of the paper are summarised in Section 4.

2. Xxplicit derivation of the II potential

fhe qpB aodel was first derived In the framework of the

two-chancel formalism, where quarks end nocleons have been con-

sidered as two independent channels 1,2 • As a result the ef-

fective HI interaction has the forms



whs» ~V"j takes into account direct ЖЖ interactions (with-

out qoark bag channels), e.g. t*e СЕВЕ type interaction which ta-

kes place outside the QCB radios.

The second tern, it/a A/ * о*!*** < а п е *° tbe. QpB formation

in the sequence H"-»<3PB—*••¥ and contains * specific t e n

Ci О (т - b) from the quarfc-bag-nucleona transition on the sur-

face of the QpB.

In alternative approach to the QpB model was developed in

2 , where i t was taken into account that nocleons and the QCB

contain the saae six qaarke and therefore Ш& and QPB should be

described by the cluster-type decoajweition of the total s ix-

-qaark wave function, rather than by two independent channels i e

in 1 . The final for» of }'^, in 2 i s the saaw as ( D

with воле specifications about "У//л^/ • In th is «ay the

analysis of 1 i s justified by the independent derivation in

2 . In what follows we shall obtain the aoet detailed for»

of Vfi-q/i/ using the method given in 2 . for the conveni-

ence of the reader «e f i rs t shortly repeat the aain steps of

the derivation of 2 » The total eiz-qaark wave function I s

decomposed into a eua (see e.g. in 4 }i

; where ^ C corresponds to the QQB states and % r£
1 scribes the relative motion of «wo nucleons considered as



three-quark clusters

Her* A id «а ю а ц — • U Isator with, the properties

*• « M O M that the nuabexs 1,2,3 «id 4»5»6 are «scribed to the

first and aocond shcleone respeetlioly

The qpB part of the тег* function, 3K? »
 c e n

poeed into a set of ф В »i«*iifuBetioas (a«g* those of th* МИ-

У

" The total six-quark Haa&ltoaian is

+ v

f fi ) XT/ etre idle idboeisLc eoaxs7 operjitors of

relatifv tao-cluater action and of ХЗае cluster 1, ~7g * ""/у"4?

lh» equation (B-*) 3^ ̂ 0 oan be projected on tba etata*

and on the ИВ" states

! /A, > s / ^ ^ ^ / J5,13b)i№-rjh r^ у (в)
i
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in a eanner vei l known in nuclear cluster calculations

In this way we obtain

We now aestme that Wy are very dose to the eigenfunc-

t±-me of the total haailtonian /-/ inside the QCB configure -

tion spacet

Г (9)

Угон (7) one obtains

f(K JeiK — 0, (10)

and inserting (10) in (8) we finally get:

where 7 ^ contains contributions from the quark-quark:

interaction between two nucleons, considered as three-quark eys-

teae» I t ie clear thst ~|^ coiaprises the quark interchange

and quark^acd-gluon exchange forces both l&side and outside the

qpB radina. Outside the QCB the ~\Q reduces to white ob-

Jecte exchanges, i . e . to ОВБ type interaction. Inside the

large part of ~rj i e taken into account in the ^^,

part of the total ware function. The rest part, which in prln-
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ciple can exist is disregarded in the qpB aodel, since two nue-

leon component only weakly present by itself inside the QCB

(there is в two-nocleon projection of the QCB function which ia

taken iato account inside the QpB), In what follows we take

to be "V~oBB
 onl3P 0 a

*
8 i d e t h e

 4P
B
» ih/

г
How J/JL in (10) and (12) can be written as

5 ^y- _ -Г- +

I It ie convenient bo expand z. у into products of two

": three-quark eloeteret

where y^ /j^) ere orthonocaal

The coefficients ^ ^ «xw similar to the fractional

parenta^» coefficients, which in the fraaevork of the tranela-

tional ttwariant shell models ( П Ш ) hr»e been coneidered In

5 . They eatiefy t3» following etm role

\ . .„.. . ._ , (16)
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wbtcfa. seana, that \ff\ seasowe* the probability of two

dusters of tut 1grpe A to exist ia * given bag atate У •

Уог the (isj* bag /7/ / 2 Ьа*е Ъмв found 1л б .

*ro» (11) ваше can see that indeed tb» structure of the effec~

tit* HK potastiel i s «t« earn as la (1); mom sore iaforeatioo

about ryt/l/ c a a ^* й***-0** £ с с ж (t3)« Jixat we note the

r«s«rkabXe linear dBpaadnaoa of . lyA< (ЖД) oa energ? JSfwhdch

allows to ropxasant У^уШ& ^ *** follooing form*

In the first t e n en tb» 1 Jua, of (17) *• bem axploited

tb» aeeospasltien (14) for 1 ^ IB**-* *be iatapval (15).

to calculate M^{X> ю seeds to know tbe detailed strnc-

ture of the QCB fonetion lfC(6q) asd of tb« Bscleoa дш^к

functions ^J/(3q). IA wbst follow we aball find %Y (B)

woioa aatiafiee Я1 asporiaeetal data and we aboil see that tbo-

se data determine %*?&) »̂ a тегу definite way.

Separating the angular dependence we have

се) If-
the norsellsation coadlti

(19)

Coslas now to 1*e t e n (R} (22), we see tbat
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At i s «его for those valses off K, «ben Ъо1& aucl«aas

the фВ, i . e . «tan Я < Ъ, because ]fc^ i s «

of H Inslte the qpB accecdlns «» (9). l a n o m ,

sbonld be aero for Й > Ъ, slxsc* ^ «pproacbt» авго

side the QQB as th* consequence of the quark-slam eeafineantt.

Therefore ~Vyb (R)fy) l e «Iteeti-wlj nonsavo only arotmd

В * , and as a first approximation one can ши the assets sta-

ted in 1,2

I 'faking (21) and (1?) into aceotrat «e can «rite
л (12) as follows*

Let ш» dieeasa tbe properties of the eolations far the in-

teraction "Vgg ^ ~Kt + ~Vtfftf » ** to ^ 1 1 ^

eond term i s given by (22)» Writiag the eolotioo. as

(Q) ^М (2*)

«e obtain as in 2 t4» «olatioa of (11)
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•here ICB), Г(В) rod <ХН»Н*) а !(»<•) X(E> ) are the regular,

irregular solution and the Green function of (11) without QpB

channel, i . e . for 'Vf/a/i/ ~ °* * e *""• denoted

( 2 6 )

One can now easily check the following properties, (which are

analogous to those discussed in 1,2 in the ease of the two-

-channel aethod)i

i ) fyM a O f o r т £ Ъ e a d B s E y (27)

which as in 1,2 явапв that 'V/iraA^ acte as a repulsive co-

) s fjtlt)

re, iafiuitely repolsi've at £ = I

i i ) the P-mtrix, P= %J™ t Ьав a simple pole at

E » E у t

-e»

which enable» e » to aalse the P-aatrix analyais in the manner

of Jaffe and Low ? and the value of the residue i s the ваше

•e in 1,2 , and i s given by the sane constant Л, аз en-

ters (21).

We now proceed to discuss more cerefally the properties of

She potential ~Vp/q/i/ вь* t b e corresponding solutions. To

this end we f irst neglect the ОБЕ type tera in (1) and (11), as

was Justified by the analysis of 1,2 for the 5g № ( i
 1 c

w%v««. Indeed, a l l S-waves HN data are well reproduced without

the QBE tera except for 15* discrepancy in tfae values of the
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effective range. The effect of the inclusion of the QBE ten

will be discussed elsewhere. With the notation K, =fjo 4^^ ob-

tain from (11) and (24) (B 2S r)

£
We can sol?e eq. (29) for г < Ъ, in that сазе we cay drop

the 2 -function terms in (29) and we isapose the restriction

<j>t(i^o) = 0. We cal l this eolation 7̂  ( r ) . On the other

hand we can integrate both, sddes of (29) over a snail interval

around r=b. As a re salt «e дате*

Dividing hoth sides of (50)

aa expression for the P atatrizt

** Фг(?-) »• obtain

}
at r * Ъ • £

13M eet £*4y} is complete in the interval

eince ^y/l^ «V
е
 *Ье ПГ projectione of the set U/L

which is coaplete inside the QSB. Therefore w* c«n expand
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(32) into (29) for г < b *e obtain

(33)

Hence *))>1ъ) eatiefiee a linear agnation

with the soiotlon

'- MJ(Mfy* (55)
•her* /V̂  i c defined by the aarmllMtion canditice (20).

She arthatfonanty coaiditloo (15) i s eatiefled I f a l l fiy ,

V « 1,2,.. . are to be 'found from the eoadltleo.

/*•' M 4*4 (36)

«bere К ie воав constant Independent of V •

Insertion of ()4) into (35) gives the syetee of linear equa-

tion» fox #,y

Ъят cteed tbe notation

ршНЦЬ-Ь,*,- •- JVJ ( j e )
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13
from (37) *• obtain the usual condition

(39)

which i s a condition on fly and hence on X ; i«e. К and

/3/ should be found self-conaistently trow. (36) and (39).

Using (36) and (32) «« can rewrite the P matrix (31) as fol-

lows

Hote that the ezperiaental information which can Ъе extracted

from the ЛГ phase shifts, tells us about the behaviour of P(o
+
)

aa a function of enex-gjr and in principle allows as to calculate

Р(Ъ ) eзфlicitly, so that X
s
 fy , By can be found fro»

those data.

Until now no assumptions have been aade about the orthonoxv

mal set of functior. П^ (г) and coefficients Xy , defined

in ( 1% ) and ( j4 ) respectivelj. They are in principle knows

if the explicit for» of the qpB functions *&& 3q nue-

lean functions are known. We now use the experimental informa-

tion that the f irst two teras on the r.h.a. of (31) are inde-

pendent of energy with good accuracy when the OHS ta i l i s neg-

lected. In 1 r2 this part ot the P aatriac was denoted as fp

and we keep this notation thus defining

M
(41)
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As we shall see later in this Section, inclusion of the OBE

tai l may bring about some slow linear decrease of fo with

energy, however with the slope much smaller than % or

booking at (29) we see that (f>g in general strongly depends

on energy producing strong energy dependence also in ro (31).

Since hj and ">L (ъ) аге both energy independent., a l l

energy dependence in (41) may stem from dy , which in their

turn depend on enetgy through 'Ну (37)-Ч58).

1he general solution to the problem - how to get an energy

independent ^ ~ ( r ) (and hence 1jv , and hence О у ) . - i s

- a l l Xy should De 0 or 1 . Then for those Xy , which

I are equal to 1, 'Уу i s energy independent together with а„,
! j

' as i s seen from (57)458). For those terms V~VV , where X ч

• г. О, Л. » О because of (37), and the corresponding terms do

• not enter the sum (52) and (41).

I t i s a reaarkable outcome to note at this point, that fox

# V = 1 and (t О11 six-quark bag X± i s indeed very close

to one» the calculations 6 show that У\ ^^^[t I*3* ^,^--

This fact gives an explanation of the energy independence of Po

over tfce energy range D<~TU< 515 MeV , discovered in 1,2 .

In the framework of the boundary condi-cion model Feshbach and

Lomon 8 have remarked long age, that the experimental S

phases for 71 <" 200 MeV correspond to the constant P matrix

(they did not consider the pole term). In the phenomenological

description of the inner region (r $ 0.8 fm) the authors of

the Paris potential 9 have introduced the linear energy de-

[ pesdence in the potential with the coefficient (equivalent to
1 л; ) very close to one. This fact was discussed later inI v •
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Let as consider the simplest solutions. First

all other X»r a 0* Therefore

** a,

take X,

(42)

Тгож (39) and (38) *• obtain a condition of the self-consisten-

cy of our solution:

(43)

which, depends on the parameter I , so that (43) should be sa-

tisfied at sos* A and the value of К , is to be found from

/ Н.Г
Eq. (43) is a nonlinear transcendental equation for ft, and it

is not tri-vial that it has positive eolations. It is ot funda-

mental value for all types of potential* investigated in this

paper and therefore we study It in more detail. Let us take for

si«plicity 1 * 0 . Then

and

(45)

(46)

Calculating separately the l.h.s. and the r.h.a. of (43)

as functions of fa , one noties that for a givwa value ot

Ж
л
 , a solution of (43) for /9, exists only If

c, >: j-(E
l
)>0 . к ш>хе detailed dieeaeaios of the proper-
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t i e s of solutions of (45) i s gives In Appendix I. There we also

food the real ist ic -values of fit and К for the \ Q and

^ HN partial waves. Using (45) and (46) we obtain Po In

(41) to be

p * ^ ^

and with the values of A and К froe Appendix X it is equal

to P
o
 * 0.61 GeV in case of the

 л
&

0
 amplitude and /2 £ 0.6

GeV in ease of the S^ amplitude. These numbers should be com-

pared with the results of the analysis of 1,2 t Po = 0.4

fieV and О.42? Ge'7 respectively. However the sign and tb.e order

of magnitude is reproduced correctly, the discrepancy shows the

influence of higher QpB terse with у > 1,

Let us now take into account two QCB states, У = 1,2. For

iaplicity and to guarantee the minlaal energy dependence we

choose Xi » Ч, У2. • °« ^ ^ * ^ 0-

The potential has the fore»

oft-Jj
(48)

E-E^ *> p

The inner solution r£ has the sane form as in (42)

and the condition (43) also holds. The only difference from

the one-QCB-etate case i s in the expression for the F matrix

which now has the for»
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If w* warn radeflae ft to be

Ишш Ро <*) чШ. Ъ» I—П шг t t В-0 t u n tta> «sin*

(47), a m t w r гв (V) «oootceloall/ (and «laoat liaeerir fw

I « 1 2 ) 4мг*«в»« aitb grodac «мг^Г, fble for» of P(b+)

»••• t» b« n i l «alt»d far a» dvaerlptiatt «f tte ем сЬиао»!

ЯЖ d»t»;«*u*a tb» СШ tal l for г * b i» tatatn iaciw aeeooat fear

all l , u will b« pBbliahad al

A* praaast to «iv» an JOl«**ra*lcBi «a aball am tte

for ta» 1SQ amd h^ mmm Trtthoot OK tal l . 9ba da-

tai ls of dvrlTatlaa aad paaamtars are gl-vax la tb» Appendix И»

The qcalltgr of tba f i t to tbm еэфег±ваа«а1 &»тт Is aaaa free

tba lablas I and II,

Let aa dlaeaaa tt» lo» «aosgj propartlae of our potantlala

of eaaaral fona (22) • iTpandia»; la power of /C tb* esppeaalcai

tax the pbasa

8 = —к( + JT* + "nfyjsjfi (51)

-а» Ьапк for «be aeattariaa; leaeisa t2 aad offaatnw

(52)

for
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tar Mat ^ e m , «&e

^ 7 r

fi S Z* * (5*)

Inserting tb* pareasters (A.?) (Appendix U ) far the 5S«,

^ « 5 . 3 7 * » , ^ «4.58 2» (55)

«tall* for the Ъ о сев» «• hare:

& * - 2*.21 f», % * 2.11 fie (56)

Па» ршшв1»я (55) «ad (56) agree reasonably veil «it& ex-

ptrrlaMital -««late except far \ , where ^ («xp> > 2*60 fa

11 . 1 Ш fact above the inflaeBce of the 0 3 tall, which

i s largest for ^ caee since the ^ ware function i s spree-

dine over a wide range I ~ / us f . Inclusion of tbe 0Ш tail

indeed repairs tbe agreeaeat of r#^j with experimental values,

and will be reported elsewhere.

•e conclude this Section with a short discussion of the ef-

fect of • shearing of the QQB boundary. She $ -function for»

of 'VwLRfE)/) osed in (21) and earlier publications

1,2 belpa to obtain elsple analytic expressions for \/T and

P and seeae to agree well with tbe experimental data. St i l l

on» may wonder bow stable are the results and «ore generally,

wfaat i s the effect of sue ax-log the *P -fonction in (21), (23).

to thi» end we replace ^-function by i t s moderated fox»

О (r - Ъ), which i s aaeared oat over the interval A around

Г » b. The details of the analysis are presented in the Appen-

dix III» Here we only quote the main conclusion of that analy-

•1st the sain effect of the smearing is tbe renornalization of
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the coetstanta ^ in the expression for the P matrix (31),

C?-~CfdL , «here of <r i . Гмс £ *'< 1, Д --* 0

the «fleet of sneering is saall and tends to zero.

3* Xbe properties of «eve functions

In this Bevtion we canoestrete on the properties of the wa-

ve functions for the interaction (22). There are three main

features of QCB interaction (22) which are in contrast to the

usual OS-type or pbenomenological potentials l i te Vijnegen po-

tential 12 , Held 13 or Налаda-Johnston pontential 14 ,

i ) QCB interaction i s energy dependent»

11) I t simulate» a repulsive core but of a much larger ra-

dius, b -& 1.4 fio, as compared wit* a generic %^~ 0.4 «• 0.5 fa.

i l l ) I t has а Ь «function term, which produces an Infi-

nite second derivative of the wave-function at r»b . In the

moment space this would ensure a slow decrease for p -• *•»

with specific oscillations.

We shell study now the consequence of i ) - i i i ) for the pro-

perties of the wave functions. First we take the bound-state

wave function of the % ^ state with the deuteron binding ener-

gy. From (29) and (45) we have

_ ^ в

where
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and (r) i s normalised according to

/ и tn = J. (59)

О

She values of "*> A are defined in (A«7)» ^ ~^Hf£j/

The wave function (57) can be compared to the S-wave part

of the Reid deuteron function 15 . The asymrtotiee of the

latter (which i s better than 2% accurate for r ^ 2b) i s ( i f

u to be normalized as in (59)» i t should be multiplied by (j~

U ( r ) > 0.8775в в ' °*2 3 0 8 7 r (r in f») (€0)

which should be compared with (57)*

* 0.79 • £ " °-2 2 в9 г г г b (r in fa) (61)

One can see very similar behaviour. Sowever at «aaller dis-

tances the difference i s larger, as oat can -visualise from Г1#>

1, where both functions are shown normalized in the same Wej,

as in (59)* One can see that the repulsive core tends to di-

minish the Reid function at r < b f while the w w function

for the QCB potential i s much larger inside the QCB. This i s a

reflection of the fact that the repulsion in the QpB motel, in-

finite at E * В у , i s much weaker at S * 1 ^ • Therefore

one expects a l l the short-range effects to be more pronounced

with the QCB deuteron wave function a* compared to the field

wave function. This enhancement la additional to that discussed

\ in Introduction and connected to the quark component of the wa-

, . ve function. Vote, however« that the inclusion of the tensor

forces causes some renormalisstion of the *S^ wave funetieeu
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Now we torn to the momentum dependence of the Fourier trans-

fora of Ф ( r ) , having in mind mostly the high momentum be ha -

viour, which i s important for the deuteron form-f,cter and the

short-distance nuclear processes 15 . Let us define

the Fourier transfora of ф ( г ) , normalized according to :
oo

0
It is «qual to

( 6 3 )

where 5 is defined in (56) and

9 •£• - 0.08641 (64)

Note the asymptotic behaviour of

The slow decrease of ^f (ft »t b -* -« is the re -

suit of the о -function term in the QCB potential, indeed*

integrating by parts, we have»

(66)

j
' In an analogous way we obtain the asymptotic behaviour of
1
 - the formfactor (defined in a noarelativistic way)
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tejc,* mJtid +

This power behaviour a» well as that of ty(f) (65), i s a

consequence of the sharpness of the qpB boundary; i f the latter

i s saeared off over a range A , then (65) and (67) are no

longer true for p, ^. Ч> Л and would be replaced by

a faster fa l l off dependence on p,q for p tq —*• <ж> .

The momentum behaviour of Ф (p) in the intermediate region

i s shown in Fig. 2. Note the change of sign of <f? (p) at /> =

£ 0.67 GeT.

Another important characteristics of (p(f>) i s the nor-

malization weight of high momentum components. I t has to do with

the short rsnge nuclear phenomena, such as inelastic electron-

-nucleus scattering 15 ; cumulative effects 16 and the phe-

nomenon of nuclear scaling 17 « I n the short-range correlation

model 1 ,18 these phenomena are described by the high momen-

tum components of y{p) with jb ^ 0.3 GeV. It i s sugges-

ted in 15,18 that for larger nuclei the weight

/>*= J / W > (бе)

atound 20-30% i s enough to explain the those experimental data,

while for the deuteron the reasonable value i s JT« 4 «• 5%.

In our case with the wave function (63) we have

h
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le end this Section with the discussion of the nonorthogo-

naltty of the wave functions belonging to different energy

eigenvalues, which is the consequence of the energy dependence

of the QpB potential (22). Let two eigenfunctions be & , \fg

with the corresponding energy eigenvalues E
iL)
 Ef . Multi-

plying the Schrodinger equation for (f>^ with </л*
 a n d

vice verse and substr&cting froa one another we have

С С7С)

- У
7

j j The l.h.s. of (70) which should be zero for energy indepen-

} dent potentials may be large in the case of the QCB potentiel.

I A possible manifestation of the noaorthofonality is in the

•> radiative thermal neutron capture on protons, where the over-

.< lap integral of the %^ scattering state and the deuteron func-

tion enters the cross section and its nonzero value was sugges-

ted by Вreit and Bustgy 19 to explain the discrepancy between

. the experimental and theoretical cross section 20 . The sane

overlap integral enters the expression for the circular pola-

rization of T" when the csptured neutron is polarized. A ve-

ry accurate experiment hat, Ъ *>n done to check the possible po-

larization and it was discovered, that R.s (-2.9 + 0.87)»10"**
6

21,22 . This result sets л severe limitation on the overlap

integral, which can be calculated using the deuteron wave func-

tion (57). In this case (no D wave is contained in (57) ) the

; predicted p~ is of the saee order as in 22 , P* —lO"^,
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however i t Is known 22 that the D wave contribution i s

again of that order and, moreover, the radiation from the CJCB

was cot taken into account* Therefore a comparison with the

experimental value 2 needs a careful summing up of a l l cohe-

rent contributions and will be reported elsewhere.

4, Conclusion

The QQB potential has a transparent structure, given in

) and ( 4& ) . To find i t explicit ly one should i ) fix

the ОВД t a i l outside the QCB radius. In case, when only OH) i s

taken, i t s parameters are exactly known. One can alao use зове

phenomenological potential, like the Reid potential 13 for

г 5̂= b. i i ) Fix the number of the Q£B levels to be considered

which i s equal to the number of terms in (22). Usually two terms

у = 1,2, are enough for the description of the energy region
Tlab ~ 6 0° M e V # 1 1 А ^ ? i n d t h e "experimental" p matrix, 1^ ,

at r=b starting from the experimental phases and calculating

the wave functions in the ОБЕ t a i l potential from г = «*» down

to r=b. iv) Pit P e x with P t h e o r s i « n in ( It9 ) for

the QCB potential with the fixed number of terms. In thi3 f i t -

ting procedure a l l parameters are to be found ( C^^ /yy A^ £y )

whdle the selfconsistency conditions (13) are imposed.

This program was pursued in the present paper as an i l l u s t -
1 Ъ

ration in the сазе of zero OBE t a i l for SQ and ^S^ waves

with У = 1»2. A remarkable outcome was that Xj i s equal to

Oiio, in agreement with the theoretical prediction 6 . In a

forthcoming publications we shall present similar results for

uncoupled waves and nonzero OHB t a i l s . The coupled waves, l ike
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*S«, + ^ Ц , need вошв modifications, which «111 be reported

elsewhere.

?rom the results of Section 2 and Appendices 1 end 2 one

con see -that even before a comparison of the wave function and

forefactor» with experiment is done, the QCB potential by it»

self should satisfy very restrictive self consistency conditions,

which fix the fora of the potential also at email distances.

A new treatment of -Use repulsive cor* and of tbejjsmall interoue-

leon distances is the sain feature of the QCB potential. Behind

it lies a new physical picture of saturation and the high den-

sity nuclear matter; namely, each pair of nucleons forms a six-

! ' -quark bag at the distances г С b, therefore in nucxear mat-

ter is always present an admixture of six-quark (and also nine-

-quark etc. ) bags which grows with density till at some densi-

ty p s J>
c
 there are no individual nueleons any more.

One can notice also* that the QCB potential (22) is nonlocal

4 and therefore automatically satisfies saturation conditions

2-3 (we do not take into account the energy dependence of

the QpB potential).

Shere are many predictions, which can be done with the QPB

potential, to compare witSi the experiment and in this way to

check tbe relevance of the QPB model. The Indirect check,

mentioned in Introduction, is the QCB model of the P viola-

ting Ш forces studied in 3 . A reasonable agreement of the

P violating QpB potential with experiment gives some support

to the QCB aodel in general, since the constants Cyj Ey

( essentially enter the final expressions in 3 •
1
 More direct checks of the QCB potential, e.g. the beha-
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viour of the deuteron formfactor, especially at large momentum

transfer, the study of the circular T" polarization in the

radiative polarized neutron capture by protons, mentioned at

the end of Section j , and the deuteron electrodisintegration

both at small and large momenttiai transfer, are now in progress.

Tho author is indebted to L,l> .Franfcfurt, V.B.Kopeliovich,

M.Zh.Shaiatikov, M.I.Strikaan and KJL.Ter-Martirosyan for useful

discussions.
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A p p e n d i x I

We now mate this argument more expl ic it . I t i s natural to

choose Д in the interval (0, •*£• ) for V^ (r) not to have

zeros inside the QpB. ^ ( Ъ ) changes as a function of A

monotonically fron у 7 for Д * 0 to zero for л — %•

Bq. (43) has a solution (soee positive value of A ) i f E1

i s in the interval £ain A, , wax fa ] , where max A ,

ain A/ s шах or ain £ д? /^/ j C, /jr J , therefore i f

E > 'nljtf » t h e s o l u t i o n o f ^45) exists for c, ><;!-

= ]p^ti • Ibe' inverval for E,, can be slightly widened

i f C^ l i es in the narrow gap, where the first derivative of

(43) with respect to A can be zero*

We can ose as generic values of C, , Ê  the values ob-

tained in the ? oatrix analysis of the S o SI? aaguituds is,

0.23 GeV, ^ =s 0.31

It appears that for £^ в 0.23 GeV» ^/ (0.23) = О.34; so equa-

tion (43) has solutions only if C, •&• 0.3*. It the value C
t

s 0.34, Д ie found fron (43) to be 0.27 and Ж- -О.ЛЛ.

We can find now r
0
 (41) in our case to be

•+ Л U.2)

and i s very slow function of A • For A « 0.27^the value

i mentioned earlier. ro - 0.61. This value should be compared

* with Po = 0.40 for the "sQ case in question.
i v
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A «iailar situation occur* for the 'fî  wave, la that сам

the "experimental" values of S^ and (Ц fro» the P matrix ana-

lysis ? , 1-2 are

B
1
 я 0,20 GeY, C

t
 - 0.32 ,

C
f

whereas the minimal value of Cf ~ Ct° for X̂  x 0.20 GeV i s

We again obtain /p ^ 0.6 GeV in contrast to the experi-

mental value 1-2 » /J • 0*427 GeY. We see that our approach

explains the experimental value of P9 qualitatively (the sign

and order of magnitude), however for quantitative explanation

"one needs to include higher QCB states with У > i •

A p p e n d i x U

We are using the f ore of the potential „given in (48) with
; Fo from (47). *or SQ we get the same values of *j fij ^^ Я

as discussed above (see Appendix I ) ъ * 7.42 GeY , A *

= 0.2?» Cf s 0.34; Po - 0.61. The values G2, S 2 ^ust be such

that the virtual pole i s present in the 1 S Q «j^litude at X ж

с -0.067 Me7, i . e .

This gives

M C£ - £г
ts-t,

We can choose

B 2 » 1 GeY (A.5)
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while other eboioes with Sg 1 G«T bring about the f i ts of

the вам quality» So fianally « obtain

^ * ^ d.)
t — с/ с ~ Cj

vbere units of SeY are used*

She qoallty of the f i t to the ezperiffi&nt&l SQ phaaes can

be judged from fable 1.

1 similar analysis bae bean done for the ' s^ case by

H.Z«Shmatilcov. The values 4/Aj C, t Po, с jt are

The P matrix baa the form:

Е-

The quality- of the f i t to the experi»»atal data can be seen

from fable 2.

A p p e n d i x III

Up to now «e have used the / -function approximation for

the qoark-hadron interaction, i . e . "VZt* /Vj £?)~ $[ъ-ё)* Ibis

i s an idealisation of the real situation and therefore i t i s im-

portant to study the effect of sasaring the boundary, fo this

mad «e replace 0 function in (29) by i t s aaeared form,

§ 11- i) , with the amearing range equal to ^ . The
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change in (29), (33), (37) amounts to the replacement!

= f fe ft) Z (l-

£ -Iand the зате for *]у (b). The relative change

is given by the order of magnitude estimate •£•& '£ § which

for A ~ 1 Ge7~1 and realistic P — 0,1 (.^
1лЬ

 ~ 100 HeV),

gives £~O.O5. Note that $t(&) is in general smaller than

Another source of change, and more important one, comes

from the P matrix, which now has the form:, (instead of (3̂ j

C4'10)

where Vd[i) stands foxjtll terms is (29), which do not con-

tain У -functions sad

J
1-A<

We note, tha-s for smell & one can neglect a l l terms pro-

portional to Л $ t l ike iffi^Ai) * УМ&6 e tc . However,

for 1 dependence on £& i s more crucial. Indeed, i f we

take Ж to be

. ., JL * UH2)
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then 1 in (1.11) amounts to 0.5, for /J ̂—А , and only

for Ab — ЪА we nave 1 = 0.8. For these values of b ,

which are outside the interval (b - 3 4 , b t 3 Z ), less

than 10% of the potential with the S^ term is left. Hence

we see that the main consequence of the smearing is the renoraa-

lisetion of C
y

z
 and C, in the expression for ti P-mstriz;

we can approxiaately write the P matrix es in (40), but with

C
1
 -* 0

л
 Ы j with o< < л.

Table I

(MeT)
5LiB

t

10

1.11

1.06

0

0

25

.967

.89

50

0.77

0.71

100

0,50

0.46

150

0.28

0.29

210

0.182

0.08

325

-0.093

-0.17

425

-0.334

-0.34

515

-0.43

-0.39

Sable 2

Tie'v
(ft

i

1o

1.80

1.79

25

1.44

1.41

50

1.11

1.10

0

0

100

.750

.73

150

0.51

0*477

0

0

210

.306

.309

325

0.0375

0.0166

425

-0.126

-0.111

515

-0,291

-0.245
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